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Background: Few studies have compared the clinical and radiological characteristics and outcomes in isolated subscapularis
(SSC) and combined anterosuperior (AS) rotator cuff tears (RCTs). Furthermore, risk factors for retear after SSC repair and the
effect of preoperative fatty degeneration require further evaluation.

Purpose: To compare the functional and radiological outcomes of isolated SSC with combined AS RCTs after arthroscopic repair
and to determine the risk factors for SSC retear in these 2 groups.

Study Design: Cohort study; Level of evidence, 3.

Methods: Data from 30 patients in the isolated SSC group were compared with data from 110 patients in the combined AS group.
All patients underwent primary arthroscopic rotator cuff repair between 2010 and 2016. Clinical outcomes were assessed through
use of the visual analog scale for pain, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score, and Simple Shoulder Test at a mean follow-
up of 26.7 months (range, 24-96 months). SSC tendon integrity was examined via magnetic resonance imaging, computed
tomography arthrogram, or ultrasonography at least 1 year after surgery.

Results: The isolated SSC group had a greater proportion of males and the patients were younger compared with the combined
AS group (both P < .050). The incidence of trauma was high but not significantly different between groups (56.7% vs 40.9%; P ¼
.180). Clinical outcome measures and radiological outcomes in terms of retear were not statistically different between both groups
(16.7% vs 8/5%; P ¼ .337). The optimal cutoff values for the risk of SSC tendon retear in both groups were 19-mm retraction and
16-mm superoinferior dimension (P¼ .048). Unfavorable preoperative fatty degeneration of the SSC muscle (grades 3 and 4) was a
significant risk factor for retear (odds ratio, 9.8; P < .001).

Conclusion: Isolated SSC and combined AS RCTs were comparable except for patient age and sex; both had a high incidence of
traumatic history. The current data suggest that the risk factors for retear after SSC repair in RCTs involving the SSC were tear size
greater than 19 mm of retraction and unfavorable fatty degeneration (grade 3 or higher) of the SSC muscle.
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Recently, an increase has been noted in the number of stud-
ies focused on rotator cuff tears (RCTs) involving the sub-
scapularis (SSC) muscle to enable a better understanding of
the diagnosis, management, and outcomes.35 The SSC is
the largest rotator cuff tendon; it provides 50% of the rota-
tor cuff force and plays an important role in shoulder

stability and movements such as internal rotation, adduc-
tion, abduction, flexion, and extension.13,20,25,43 Hence,
restoring the function of the SSC muscle after a tear is
crucial for normal shoulder function.

The SSC muscle is reported to be involved in 78% of
RCTs, most often in combination with other rotator cuff
tendons.40 The incidence of isolated SSC RCTs is reported
to be 4%,13 whereas combined RCTs involving the SSC and
supraspinatus but without the infraspinatus (combined
anterosuperior [AS]) are reported to account for 18% of all
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RCTs.42 In terms of etiology, the incidence of trauma is
reported to be high (40%-80%) in patients with isolated SSC
RCTs3,14,22,24,39,50,53 and combined AS RCTs.4,31,44 More-
over, because of the close proximity of the muscles in the
rotator cuff, it is difficult to differentially diagnose isolated
SSC and combined SSC RCTs; therefore, there is a need to
evaluate the differences in their clinical and radiological
characteristics as well as treatment outcomes.15,17,29,43

Notably, many previous studies have reported an improve-
ment in SSC function after both open and arthroscopic
repair compared with the preoperative status in isolated
SSC3,6,22,27,39,41,45,52 and combined AS RCTs.5,12,23

Furthermore, studies comparing the clinical outcomes in
isolated SSC and combined AS RCTs have shown similar
results after open repair.15 However, differences between
isolated SSC and combined AS RCTs after arthroscopic
repair in terms of functional and radiological outcomes
merit further evaluation.

Negative radiological outcomes after SSC repair in terms
of retear are associated with reduced functional outcomes
upon postoperative assessment in isolated SSC and com-
bined AS RCTs compared with healed tendon.15,17 Retear
of the SSC has been attributed to preoperative high-grade
fatty degeneration and the interval between injury and sur-
gery after open repair.15 However, the risk factors for SSC
retear after arthroscopic repair in isolated SSC and com-
bined AS RCTs require further investigation.

The current study aimed to determine (1) whether the
functional and radiological outcomes of isolated SSC RCTs
are better than those of combined AS RCTs after arthro-
scopic repair; (2) the risk factors for SSC retear after
arthroscopic repair in isolated SSC and combined AS RCTs;
and (3) the incidence of high-grade fatty degeneration of the
SSC muscle in these groups of patients and its association
with the outcome.

METHODS

Patient Enrollment

The prospectively collected data of 2726 patients who under-
went primary rotator cuff repairs between January 2010
and December 2016 were retrospectively reviewed. Data
collection and all protocols were approved by the institu-
tional review board of the senior author’s (J.H.O.) institu-
tion. We included patients who had undergone arthroscopic
repair for isolated SSC or combined AS RCTs during the
study period. We excluded patients with RCTs other than
isolated SSC or combined AS tears, patients who had

undergone previous surgery on the same shoulder, patients
with calcific tendinitis, patients with glenohumeral arthri-
tis, and patients who had to be converted from arthroscopic
to open repair intraoperatively. After assessment of the
patient data according to the inclusion and exclusion crite-
ria, 377 of 2726 patients (13.8%) who underwent rotator cuff
repair for isolated SSC (n ¼ 38) and combined AS (n ¼ 339)
RCTs were included in this study. Subsequently, 237 of the
377 patients (62.8%) were lost to a minimum 2-year follow-
up in terms of functional and radiological outcomes, and
their data were not analyzed. Hence, 30 patients in the iso-
lated SSC group and 110 in the combined AS group were
included for final analysis (Figure 1).

The mean follow-up period was 26.7 months (range, 24-
96 months). Baseline characteristics of the 2 groups are
provided in Table 1. Patients in the isolated SSC group
were younger than those in the combined AS group (59.3
± 8.9 vs 62.5 ± 7.3 years, respectively; P ¼ .044), and the
isolated SSC group had a higher proportion of male
patients than the combined AS group (73.3% vs 47.3%,
respectively; P ¼ .020). The history of trauma was 56.7%
in the isolated SSC group and 40.9% in the combined AS
group, which was not statistically significant (P ¼ .180).
Fatty degeneration of the rotator cuff muscles on preoper-
ative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was assessed with
the Fuchs et al16 modification of the Goutallier et al19 clas-
sification scheme. The Fuchs classification was dichoto-
mized as favorable (Goutallier grades 0, 1, and 2) or
unfavorable (Goutallier grades 3 and 4) for the purpose of
statistical evaluation in the current study. Furthermore,
the coracohumeral distance (CHD) during internal rotation
was noted in all patients, which was measured preopera-
tively by use of dynamic ultrasonography.48 The radiologi-
cal parameters were evaluated by a musculoskeletal
radiologist with 18 years of experience who was blinded
to the details of the present study.

Surgical Procedure and Rehabilitation

All procedures were performed arthroscopically by a senior
surgeon (J.H.O.) who has been performing arthroscopic
rotator cuff surgeries for more than 10 years. Patients were
placed in the lateral decubitus position under general anes-
thesia. An arm traction device (Spider limb positioner;
Smith & Nephew) was applied to the arm of the patient.
The comma sign, which has been described37 as a comma-
shaped arc in the superior glenohumeral ligament seen in
patients with SSC tear, was recorded during diagnostic
arthroscopy (Figure 2). After assessment of intra-articular
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Figure 1. Flowchart showing the patient enrollment in the study. AS, anterosuperior; SSC, subscapularis.

TABLE 1
Baseline Characteristics of Patientsa

Variables
Isolated SSC RCTs

(n ¼ 30)
Combined AS RCTs

(n ¼ 110) P Value

Age, y 59.3 ± 8.9 (43-77) 62.5 ± 7.3 (37-82) .044
Male:female, n (% male) 22:8 (73.3) 58:52 (47.3) .024
Onset, mo 9.7 ± 3.9 11.5 ± 3.1 .471
Body mass index, kg/m2 24.2 ± 4.4 (19.3-28.1) 23.5 ± 3.2 (18.1-26.6) .781
History of trauma, n (%) 17 (56.7) 45 (40.9) .183
History of smoking, n (%) 6 (20) 26 (23.6) .681
Surgery on dominant hand, n (%) 21 (70) 81 (73.6) .554
Physical examinations, n (%)

Positive bear hug test 25 (83.3) 91 (82.7) .881
Positive belly press test 19 (63.3) 65 (59.1) .699
Positive internal rotation lag sign 7 (23.3) 38 (34.5) .544
Positive liftoff test 7 (23.3) 34 (30.9) .671

Tear retraction of SSC, mm 19.9 ± 10.4 (5-50) 13.3 ± 5.6 (5-35) <.001
Superoinferior tear dimension of SSC, mm 19.6 ± 1.5 (5-50) 11.8 ± 5.4 (5-35) <.001
Tear pattern of SSC, n (%)

Lafosse type II 1 (3.3) 6 (5.5) .625
Lafosse type III 3 (10) 80 (72.7) <.001
Lafosse type IV 26 (86.7) 24 (21.8) .001

Coracohumeral distance, mm 11.0 ± 5.1 (0.8-19) 8.1 ± 3.2 (0.3-17.4) .001
Patients receiving coracoplasty, n (%) 6 (20) 21 (19) .998

aData are presented as mean ± SD (range) unless otherwise specified. AS, anterosuperior; RCT, rotator cuff tear; SSC, subscapularis.
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lesions using the posterior portal as the viewing portal, the
arthroscope was inserted into the subacromial space, and
the anterior and AS lateral portals were used as working
portals. Subacromial decompression and acromioplasty
were performed in patients in the combined AS group if
they had any evidence of subacromial or outlet impinge-
ment. Coracoplasty was performed in patients with a CHD
less than 6 mm to allow an anterior working area for the
SSC tendon repair and prevent possible abrasion to pro-
tect the repair.1,48 Notably, the mean CHD was greater in
the isolated SSC group than in the combined AS group
(11.0 ± 5.1 vs 8.1 ± 3.2 mm, respectively; P ¼ .001). How-
ever, the proportion of patients in whom coracoplasty was
performed was comparable in both groups (isolated SSC,
6 [20%]; combined AS, 21 [19%]; P ¼ .990) (Table 1).

Inflamed bursal tissues and adhesions were removed,
and debridement was performed at the edge of the torn cuff.
The superoinferior and anteroposterior dimensions were
measured for an SSC tear through use of a calibrated probe
or plastic flexible ruler (Figure 3). The tear dimensions
were measured in terms of retraction and anteroposterior
dimension for a supraspinatus tear (Figure 3). The type of
SSC tear was noted as per the classification proposed by
Lafosse et al.32 The bleeding surface of tuberosities was
prepared to enhance bone-to-tendon healing. Typically, in
combined tears, the SSC was repaired first and then the
supraspinatus. A single-row technique was performed as
the standard procedure for SSC tendon repair (Figure 3).
Supraspinatus tendon repair in the combined AS group was
performed via a modified Mason-Allen suture technique for
small RCTs (�1 cm), a double-row suture bridge technique
was used for medium to large RCTs (>1 cm to<3 cm), and a
single-row repair was performed in patients who had mas-
sive tears (�3 cm) in which torn tendon mobilization was
limited to the medial part of the footprint (Figure 3). If the
torn end of the rotator cuff tendon could not be attached to
the footprint, intra- and extra-articular muscle releases
were performed to allow for greater mobilization of the ten-
don. In cases where the torn tendon could not be attached to
the footprint even with sufficient medial muscle release,
footprint medialization up to 1 cm was performed by

denuding the cartilage from the corresponding lateral artic-
ular surface of humerus.

The senior surgeon typically used 1 or 2 anchors for SSC
repair. For supraspinatus repair, 1 to 4 nonmetallic anchors,
either polyether ether ketone (PEEK), poly (l-lactic acid)
(PLLA), or beta tricalcium phosphate (TCP) anchors, were
used depending on the size of the tear (small tear, 1 anchor;
medium tear, 2 anchors; large to massive tear, 3 or 4
anchors). Additionally, 2 anchors were used for the lateral
row when performing a double-row suture bridge for supras-
pinatus repair. For the single-row repair or the medial row of
a double-row suture bridge, we used 4.5-mm suture anchors
made of PEEK, PLLA, or beta TCP material that had a non-
absorbable, braided, uncoated, ultra high–molecular weight
polyethylene suture (CrossFT, ConMed Linvatec; Megasu-
ture, ARC; and Healix Advance, Depuy Synthes), and a Sam-
sung Medical Center knot configuration was used.26 When a
double-row suture bridge was performed, the lateral row
was fixed by a 5.5-mm anchor made of PEEK (Reelx STT;
Stryker). For patients with bicipital groove tenderness and
concomitant biceps abnormality, biceps tenodesis was per-
formed in those who wanted to preserve supination
strength; otherwise, biceps tenotomy was performed.47

Postoperatively, shoulders were immobilized with a
brace for 4 to 6 weeks according to tear size. Shrugging of
both shoulders, active elbow flexion-extension, active fore-
arm supination-pronation, and active hand and wrist
motion were encouraged immediately after surgery. Early
passive range of motion (ROM) exercise was restricted dur-
ing the brace-wearing period. After weaning from the
brace, active and active-assisted shoulder ROM exercises
were conducted for the next 5 to 6 weeks. If patients
achieved satisfactory shoulder ROM, muscle strengthening
exercises were started 9 to 12 weeks after surgery. Athletic
activities were usually allowed 6 months postoperatively.

Outcome Assessment

Patients were asked to rate their postoperative pain and
satisfaction using a 10-point visual analog scale (VAS);
scores at the final follow-up visit were noted. Similarly, the

Figure 2. The comma sign (asterisk) was found and recorded. The comma sign disappeared after arthroscopic subscapularis
repair (right).
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American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) score,28

Simple Shoulder Test (SST) score,18 and Constant score11

were recorded at the final follow-up visit by a trained
researcher who was blinded to the details of this study. The
radiological outcomes in terms of tendon integrity were
assessed with MRI at 1 year after the surgery. However,
for patients who had implanted MRI-incompatible devices
including pacemakers or who refused MRI because of its
high cost, computed tomography arthrogram (CTA) or
ultrasonography was utilized instead.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS software
(Version 21.0; IBM), and a P value less than .050 was con-
sidered significant. When the distribution of data was nor-
mal, independent t tests were used to evaluate the
differences of outcomes in the 2 groups, and paired t tests
were used to compare pre- and postoperative variables in a
group. Patient demographics were analyzed with the chi-
square test for categorical variables to assess differences
between the 2 groups. Univariate logistic regression anal-
ysis was used to assess the risk factors for retear in both the
groups.

RESULTS

The mean SSC tear retraction (19.9 ± 10.4 vs 13.3 ± 5.6 mm;
P< .001) and the superoinferior tear dimension (19.6 ± 11.5
vs 11.8 ± 5.4 mm; P< .001) were greater in the isolated SSC

group than in the combined AS group. Similarly, the pro-
portion of patients with a Lafosse type IV SSC tear was
higher (86.7% vs 21.8%; P¼ .001) in the isolated SSC group
(Table 1). The incidence of unfavorable fatty degeneration
(Goutallier grades 3 and 4) in the SSC was similar in both
groups (10.0% vs 13.3% in the isolated SSC vs combined AS
groups; P ¼ .630). However, none of the patients in the
isolated SSC group had unfavorable fatty degeneration of
the supraspinatus muscle, whereas 23.3% of patients in the
combined AS group had unfavorable fatty degeneration (P
¼ .003) (Table 2).

In the isolated SSC group, forward flexion was improved
from 133.4� ± 18.3� to 161.3� ± 14.1�, external rotation from
48.2� ± 8.9� to 65.1� ± 11.3�, and internal rotation from

TABLE 2
Incidence of Unfavorable (Goutallier Grades 3 and 4)

Fatty Degeneration on Preoperative Magnetic
Resonance Imaginga

Isolated SSC RCTs
(n ¼ 30)

Combined AS RCTs
(n ¼ 110) P Value

Subscapularis 3 (10) 14 (13.3) .630
Supraspinatus 0 (0) 24 (23.3) .003
Infraspinatus 0 1 .588
Teres minor 0 0 —

aData are presented as n (%). Dash indicates statistical analysis
need not be performed. AS, anterosuperior; RCT, rotator cuff tear;
SSC, subscapularis.

Figure 3. Arthroscopic views of the right shoulder by posterior portal. (A) The anterior to posterior tear size of the subscapularis was
measured from the lateral wall of the lesser tuberosity to the retracted tendon. The superior to inferior tear size was measured from
the margin of the bicipital groove to the inferior margin of the torn tendon. (B) The retraction of the tendon of supraspinatus was
measured from the lateral wall of the greater tuberosity to the retracted tendon. The anterior to posterior tear size was measured
from the margin of the bicipital groove to the posterior margin of the torn tendon.
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thoracic vertebra level (T) 12.3 ± 2.2 to T 8.4 ± 1.7 (P¼ .003,
.002, and .001, respectively). In the combined AS group,
forward flexion improved from 144.7� ± 29.3� to 157.3� ±
21.5�, external rotation from 51.1� ± 13.2� to 64.6� ± 13.8�,
and internal rotation from T 11.7 ± 2.4 to T 8.6 ± 1.3 (P ¼
.005, <.001, and <.001, respectively). However, improved
ROM at the final follow-up in both groups showed no sta-
tistical difference (all P > .05).

The clinical outcomes in terms of the VAS for pain and
satisfaction, ASES, and SST scores were comparable in
both groups (Table 3). At the final follow-up, the Constant
score was higher in the isolated SSC group than in the
combined group (73.6 vs 71.1; P ¼ .030); however, this dif-
ference was not clinically significant.30 No postoperative
neurovascular complications occurred in any of the patients
in this study. There were 2 patients (2/30; 6.7%) in the iso-
lated SSC group and 8 patients (8/110; 7.3%) in the com-
bined AS group who had persistent joint stiffness at final
follow-up. Radiological outcomes at final follow-up were
available in a total of 136 patients: 28 in the isolated SSC
group (11 MRI and 17 ultrasonography) and 108 in the
combined AS group (81 MRI, 3 CTA, and 24 ultrasonogra-
phy). SSC retear at 1 year postoperative was observed in 14
(10.4%) of these 136 patients, which was comparable in the
isolated SSC and combined AS groups (5 [16.7%] vs 9
[8.5%], respectively; P ¼ .337). In the combined AS group,
supraspinatus retear was observed in 21 patients (19.1%),
and 4 patients (3.6%) had retear of both the supraspinatus
and the SSC tendons.

The numbers of patients with retears in the isolated SSC
(n ¼ 5) and combined AS (n ¼ 9) groups were too small to
draw definitive conclusions from their comparison. None-
theless, the proportion of patients with a Lafosse type IV
tear was higher in the isolated SSC group compared with
the combined AS group preoperatively (100% vs 44.4%;
P ¼ .037). Additionally, the preoperative retraction size of
the torn SSC was greater in the isolated SSC group than in
the combined AS group (28.6 ± 15 vs 14.8 ± 4.7 mm, respec-
tively; P ¼ .022). Similarly, superoinferior tear dimensions
of the SSC were greater in the isolated SSC group than in
the combined AS group (26.0 ± 9.6 vs 14.7 ± 4.8 mm, respec-
tively; P¼ .012). In terms of clinical outcomes, only the VAS
for satisfaction differed between groups (6.0 ± 3.9 in the

isolated SSC group vs 9.6 ± 0.7 in the combined AS group;
P ¼ .019), but with the numbers available, no other com-
parisons reached significance (Table 4).

The univariate regression analysis for retear in both
groups indicated that SSC tear retraction (odds ratio
[OR], 1.1; P ¼ .016) and the superoinferior tear dimension
(OR, 1.1; P ¼ .014) were significant risk factors for retear
(Table 5). Additionally, patients with a Lafosse type IV SSC
tear were at a higher risk of retear of the SSC tendon (OR,
5.1; P ¼ .009). Preoperative unfavorable fatty degeneration
in the SSC muscle was found to be a significant risk factor
for SSC retear in both groups (OR, 9.8; P < .001). When we
assessed the optimal cutoff tear size for risk of SSC retear
(Figure 4), the area under the curve showed a tear retraction
of 19 mm (sensitivity, 50%; specificity, 80%) and superoin-
ferior tear dimension of 16 mm (sensitivity, 57.1%; specific-
ity, 82.8%).

DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrated that patients with isolated
SSC RCTs were younger with a similar incidence of trauma
in addition to worse tear characteristics and similar clinical
and radiological outcomes compared with the patients with
combined AS RCTs. Additionally, in patients with SSC ten-
don retear, worse tear characteristics were observed in
patients with isolated SSC RCTs, although they showed
similar clinical outcomes to patients with combined AS
RCTs. Finally, SSC tear retraction and superoinferior
dimension in addition to preoperative high-grade fatty
degeneration in the SSC were significant risk factors for
SSC tendon retear in the patients with isolated SSC and
combined AS RCTs.

TABLE 3
Clinical Outcomes at the Final Follow-up Visita

Isolated
SSC RCTs

Combined
AS RCTs P Value

Pain VAS 0.5 ± 1.2 1.3 ± 2.5 .093
Satisfaction VAS 8.5 ± 2.1 8.8 ± 1.6 .405
ASES score 93.7 ± 8.9 92.0 ± 13.6 .517
SST score 10.7 ± 1.6 10.9 ± 2.1 .637
Constant score 73.6 ± 5.5 71.1 ± 5.6 .033

aData are presented as mean ± SD. AS, anterosuperior; ASES,
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons; RCT, rotator cuff tear;
SSC, subscapularis; SST, Simple Shoulder Test; VAS, visual ana-
log scale.

TABLE 4
Comparison of Patients With Retears Between
Both Groups in Terms of Tear Characteristics

and Functional Outcomesa

Isolated
SSC RCTs

(n ¼ 5)

Combined
AS RCTs
(n ¼ 9) P Value

Patients with Lafosse tear
type IV, n (%)

5 (100) 4 (44.4) .037

Tear retraction of SSC, mm 28.6 ± 15 14.8 ± 4.7 .022
Superoinferior tear dimensions

of SSC, mm
26 ± 9.6 14.7 ± 4.8 .012

Coracohumeral distance, mm 13.3 ± 4.4 10.3 ± 5 .369
Patients with preoperative

unfavorable fatty
degeneration of SSC, n (%)

3 (60) 4 (44.4) .557

Pain VAS 1 ± 2.2 0.8 ± 1.3 .823
Satisfaction VAS 6 ± 3.9 9.6 ± 0.7 .019
ASES score 86.3 ± 16.1 94.3 ± 5.4 .191
Simple Shoulder Test score 9 ± 2.5 11 ± 2 .128
Constant score 68.2 ± 5.4 69.9 ± 5.2 .576

aData are presented as mean ± SD unless otherwise specified. AS,
anterosuperior; ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons;
RCT, rotator cuff tear; SSC, subscapularis; VAS, visual analog scale.
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Regarding the demographic characteristics of RCTs that
involved the SSC, the patients with isolated SSC RCTs
were younger and predominantly male. The observation

that patients with isolated SSC RCTs tended to be younger
was consistent with the results of a previous study.29 How-
ever, the age of both isolated SSC and combined AS tear
patients was reported to be similar in other studies.17,24

The incidence of male predominance in RCTs involving the
SSC has been reported in several previous studies that con-
sidered both isolated and combined AS RCTs.15,17,24,29

Moreover, the comparative results in our study suggest
that the male predominance was present only in the iso-
lated SSC group, whereas the combined AS group had a
similar proportion of male and female patients.

The incidence of trauma in patients with a tear that
involved the SSC was not statistically different between
isolated SSC and combined AS RCT patients in the current
study; a relatively high proportion of patients (isolated SSC
group, 56.7%; combined AS group, 40.9%) recalled a
trauma-related history for symptom onset. These findings
are in line with previous studies evaluating the incidence of
trauma in 46% to 83% of patients with isolated SSC
RCTs14,24,39,50,53 and 47% to 73% of patients with combined
AS RCTs.4,44 In contrast, a history of trauma was reported
in a relatively low proportion of patients with isolated
supraspinatus tears (27.1% in the study by Collin et al10)
and isolated infraspinatus tears (16.6% in the study by Lee
et al36). This probably indicates that the incidence of
trauma would be more prevalent in both patients with iso-
lated SSC tear and patients with combined supraspinatus
and SSC tears.

Tear characteristics in terms of tear retraction and
superoinferior tear dimensions were worse in the isolated
SSC group in the present study. In contrast, Gerhardt
et al17 reported that only a small number of patients with
isolated SSC RCTs showed complete rupture of the SSC
tendon (10.0%) compared with patients who had combined
AS RCTs (22.9%). However, unlike our study, Gerhardt
et al included patients with partial-thickness SSC tears for
whom debridement was performed, which may have led to
the difference in findings. A possible explanation for the
lesser superoinferior tear dimension of SSC tears in the
combined AS group in our study may be due to the intact
rotator cuff cable in these patients, which prevents further

TABLE 5
Risk Factors for Retear of the Subscapularis According to Univariate Regression Analysisa

Intact Tendon
(n ¼ 122)

Retear
(n ¼ 14) Odds Ratio P Value

Age, y 61.4 ± 7.9 64.1 ± 6.6 1.1 .215
Male:female (% male) 63:59 (51.6) 9:5 (64.3) 0.6 .373
Tear retraction of SSC, mm 14.2 ± 6.7 19.7 ± 11.4 1.1 .016
Superoinferior tear dimension of SSC, mm 12.9 ± 7.6 18.8 ± 8.6 1.1 .014
Patients with Lafosse type IV, n (%) 40 (32.8) 10 (71.4) 5.1 .009
Pain VAS 1.0 ± 2.1 0.9 ± 1.59 1.0 .878
Satisfaction VAS 8.9 ± 1.5 8.3 ± 2.9 0.9 .237
ASES score 92.3 ± 13.2 91.4 ± 10.6 1.0 .807
Simple Shoulder Test score 10.9 ± 2 10.3 ± 2.3 0.9 .325
Constant score 71.8 ± 5.8 69.3 ± 5.1 0.9 .122

aData are presented as mean ± SD unless otherwise specified. ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons; SSC, subscapularis; VAS,
visual analog scale.

Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristic curve to deter-
mine the optimal cutoff tear size for risk of subscapularis
(SSC) retear: (A) tear retraction of 19 mm (specificity, 80%)
and (B) superoinferior tear dimension of 16 mm (specificity,
82.8%). Specificity signifies the number of retear cases under
that size per the total number of healing successful cases.
AUC, area under the curve.
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progression of the SSC tear as the force couple is relatively
balanced.8 However, further studies regarding the pattern
of tear progression are required to confirm the difference
in the SSC tear dimensions between isolated SSC and
combined AS RCTs.

In the literature, the correlation between CHD and SSC
tears is unclear. Lo and Burkhart38 proposed a correlation
between narrowed coracohumeral space and SSC tendon
tears via a mechanism called the “roller-wringer effect”;
they defined subcoracoid stenosis as a CHD less than
6 mm. Similarly, Richards et al51 reported that the CHD
was significantly narrowed in patients with a torn SSC. In
contrast, Bergin et al7 reported no significant relationship
between the measured subcoracoid interval on the axial
MRI image and the severity of the SSC tendon abnormality.
Similarly, another clinical study did not find any correla-
tion between CHD and SSC tear, although the investiga-
tors did observe a significantly greater incidence of SSC
tears in patients with dynamic subcoracoid stenosis (CHD
<6 mm in internal rotation and flexion).48 In the current
study, we did not find any correlation between the nar-
rowed CHD and poor tear characteristics of the SSC, as the
CHD was wider in isolated SSC patients whose tear char-
acteristics were worse. Furthermore, a narrowed CHD was
found in 19.0% of patients in our study compared with
43.0% in a previous study, which included patients with
SSC tears who underwent arthroscopic repair.1 These find-
ings may be explained by the high proportion of patients
with a history of trauma in the current study, whereas
narrowed CHD was shown to be associated with degenera-
tive SSC tears.2

The postoperative clinical outcomes in terms of VAS for
pain and satisfaction, ASES score, SST score, and Constant
score were similar in both groups in the current study,
which is consistent with the findings of studies assessing
open repair,15 arthroscopic debridement and repair,17 and
arthroscopic repair.24 In contrast, Kreuz et al29 reported
better Constant score in the patients with isolated SSC
RCTs after open repair, which was attributed to reduced
postoperative abduction, longer delay between trauma and
definitive treatment, a relatively older patient group (45 vs
55 years), and a more invasive procedure in the patients
with combined AS RCTs. The similar clinical outcomes in
our study may be explained by the similar patient age and
incidence of preoperative unfavorable muscle fatty degen-
eration in both patient groups as well as the repair being
performed arthroscopically, which may have mitigated the
invasiveness in patients with combined AS RCTs.

The current data showed no significant difference in the
rate of SSC retear after arthroscopic repair in isolated SSC
(16.7%) and combined AS (8.5%) tear patients. In contrast,
Jeong et al24 reported no retear in isolated SSC patients but
an 8.8% rate of SSC retear in combined AS patients at a
minimum follow-up of 2 years. Notably, the rate of SSC
retear in all patients in our study (10.4%) was similar to
that previously reported by Flury et al15 (13.0%). The char-
acteristics of SSC tears, including more retraction, the
superoinferior dimension, and Lafosse type IV tears, were
significant risk factors for SSC retear. Warner et al55 sug-
gested that SSC tear size was a risk factor for poor clinical

outcomes after combined AS tears. In contrast, Maqdes
et al42 and Bartl et al4 reported no difference in the clinical
outcomes due to SSC tear size. Furthermore, previous stud-
ies have reported good to excellent functional results with
acceptable rates of tendon healing after arthroscopic repair
in patients with Lafosse type III and IV isolated SSC or
combined AS lesions.21,33 Nonetheless, to the best of our
knowledge, the optimal cutoff values for risk of retear of
the repaired SSC in terms of tear dimensions (19-mm
retraction and 16-mm superoinferior dimension) have not
been previously reported.

In terms of repair technique, all patients in this study
underwent single-row fixation for SSC repair, which has
been shown to have favorable results in previous stud-
ies.2,22,24 In contrast, another study indicated that the
double-row repair technique for SSC tears may give better
outcomes in higher grade tears.21 Nonetheless, future pro-
spective, comparative studies are needed to determine
whether single- or double-row fixation provides better clin-
ical and radiological outcomes after SSC RCT repair.52

Regarding postoperative physical management, all of the
patients in the current study were immobilized for 4 to 6
weeks with restriction of passive ROM, similar to previous
reports that focused on tears that involved the SSC.1,50

However, authors of some previous studies allowed passive
mobilization during the first 6 weeks while active move-
ments were restricted.3,15 Evidence is lacking regarding the
optimum postoperative rehabilitation protocol after repairs
of RCTs involving the SSC, a topic that requires further
comparative studies in the future.

The current data suggest that grade 3 and 4 fatty degen-
eration in the SSC muscle on the preoperative MRI was a
risk factor for retear, which is consistent with findings of
previous studies.15,42 These results further strengthen the
prognostic importance of the preoperative assessment of
fatty infiltration of the SSC muscle in patients with SSC
tear. Flury et al15 reported a 50% rerupture rate of the SSC
in patients with grade 3 fatty degeneration and recom-
mended that direct reinsertion of the SSC is unacceptable
in patients with grade 3 and 4 fatty degeneration in the
SSC. We believe that studies comparing the outcomes of
different treatment modalities in patients with high-
grade SSC fatty degeneration are needed to allow recom-
mendations regarding the treatment of choice in such
cases. We must also note that among the 4 patients
with supraspinatus and SSC tendon retear, 3 patients had
unfavorable fatty degeneration of the supraspinatus
preoperatively.

Our study has certain limitations that must be consid-
ered. First, the study design was retrospective in nature.
Second, of the 377 patients who were included in the study,
only 140 patients with 2-year follow-up data could be ana-
lyzed. Third, the preoperative delay between the onset of
symptoms and surgery might have led to progression of
fatty degeneration, which could adversely affect the out-
comes of surgery. However, the correlation between such
a preoperative delay and the progression of fatty degener-
ation was not determined in the current study. Fourth, the
findings of pre- and postoperative physical examination
and quantitative muscle strength are not reported in the
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current study; such findings would have allowed better
comparison and correlation of outcome variables between
the 2 groups. Fifth, the mean follow-up of the patient cohort
available in the current study (26.7 months) was short.
Sixth, the radiological outcome was not available in all
patients, which might have contributed to the selection
bias. Furthermore, the postoperative radiological outcomes
were evaluated using ultrasonography instead of an
advanced imaging technique such as MRI in some patients.
However, previous studies have shown ultrasonography to
be accurate for the assessment of shoulder abnormality
after surgery.49 Additionally, ultrasonography and CTA
have been shown to be comparable with MRI for evaluating
repaired rotator cuff status.9,34,46 Seventh, the repair integ-
rity on follow-up radiological imaging was not evaluated
using the Sugaya classification, which could have enabled
better correlation with clinical outcomes.54

Nonetheless, this study has certain strengths. To the
best of our knowledge, we have evaluated the largest cohort
of patients who underwent arthroscopic repair for isolated
SSC and combined AS RCTs reported in the literature so
far. Furthermore, we compared the clinical outcomes in
both groups using ASES and SST scores, unlike previous
similar studies that used only the Constant score.15,17,29

Finally, the unique findings of this study are the optimal
cutoff values for the risk of retear of the repaired SSC in
terms of tear dimensions, which have not been reported
previously.

CONCLUSION

Isolated SSC and combined AS tear groups were compara-
ble except for patient age and sex; both had a high incidence
of traumatic history. The current data suggest that the risk
factors for retear after SSC repair in RCTs involving the
SSC were a tear size greater than 19 mm of retraction and
unfavorable fatty degeneration (grade 3 or higher) of the
SSC muscle.
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